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XXX. On Binomial Biord6~als. 
By Sir JA~ES COCXT.E, M.A., F.R.S., F.R.A.S., ~c. ~ 
65. TH IS  is the conclusion of a set of papers with various 
1 titles, but the articles of which are numbered conse- 
cutively. The latest paper of the set appeared in the number 
for May 1882 (vol. xiii. p. 357). 
66. The biordinal of art. 62 is, by means of 
e-a  1 U 
v=x~(1 + x'2)~-u=x~X - ~ u, 
transformed into 
1 ~ 1-- I  2 V: Vx 2 
v"+4t~+ X X~ j r=0,  
where 
67. 
V=U2-4U,  V~=V+ I~-Y .  
Hence, by the double substitution 
x2=t 3 and t-~v=y, 
we obtain 
y"+38y=0, . . . . . .  (19) 
where the grave accents denote differentiations with respect 
to t, and (if T=I  +ts), 
3 [4 2"1 V~t Vt4~ ~{ + . s= t9 -~ )~ T T~ ) 
d 
68. Operating on (19) with ~+X,  we get (compare art. 16) 
y"  + 3@" + 3sy' + 3 (~' + 3x~)y = o. (2o) 
69. Take a new variable ~* connected with y by 
and giving rise to the terordinal 
~'+ @~"+ 3q~'+~,~=o . . . . .  (21) 
70. Then, by equating the criticoids of (20) and (21), we 
get 
= 3(~' + 2Xs +pq) + 2(X ~ --p~) +p"--X". 
71. When (21) is binomial, then p~ q, and r may be taken 
* Communicated by the Author. 
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250 Sir James Cockle on 
of the respective forms 
t 2 ml m2t m3 m4 as+2(o,+3)~, q=-~+-y-, r=7~+~-, P=y 
wherein as~ o~ and the m's are constants. 
72. In general we should have 
q = mlt-s + mstT- 1 .~ nstdT- ~ 
r-~ mat -a Jr mdT- 1 .~ natST-2 + ndtST-S; 
but when (21) is binomial the n's vanish. 
73. Now if oJ and A be determined from 
(co+2)(~o+3) V 1 { IS--J 2 } 
-=~,  A----~ eo+1+16(~o+2) , 
all the n's will vanish if 
~_..= A cot ~ 
wherein as is arbitrary. 
74. Let 02- -2 (~+3)  ; thenp is obtained from ~ by the 
substitution of a 2 for A~ and of 0 for ~. 
75. Putting --~b----V, and recurring to arts. 18 and 32~ it 
will be seen that it is in fact the system (18) of art. 64: which 
is now under discussion. 
76. Introducing a quantity K, defined by 
3 s [4 T2\ 
K---- ~ \§ - -1  ) ,  
we get 
1 
m~=a2(a2--1) --A(A--1) + g K, 
3 
ms= ~V2 + 2eo(A + 1) + 4(o~ + 3)(as+ 1), 
m3-~as --on2 +2a~+K(as--2) 
+ A(2AS--3a2/k + 3as ~- 2K-- 2), 
3'~ 32 
m42 ~ V2+ g V=A-- 2Ko~ + 3a~ms--38ml 
+ 6asSg- 6Asco + 6 (a, + 2). 
77. Multiplying the binomial terordinal into Tt 8, substitu- 
d 
ting for T and putting D = t ~,  we get 
(1 + t~)D(D--1)(D--2) ~+ 3 {as + (as--~)t3} D(D--1) 
+ 3 { m~ + (ml + ms) t 3 } D~+ { m~ + (m3 + m4) t 3 } ~= 0. 
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Binomial Biordinals. 251 
78. If we suppose this equation to be put under the form 
we shall have f(D)~+ t3F(D)~=0, 
f (D)  = D ~ + 3 (a 2 - -  1) D ~ + { 3(n  h - -  as) + 2 } D + m s 
3 ~ } (D +a:--1) --(D+ a~--l) ~- { 3(A--})2+ I s 
+ (2A-1) { (A- 
79. Put D+a~-- I=A and A--½ =B~ then 
80. In other words~ 
f (D)= (A + 2B)(A--B + } I)(5--B--~I).  
81. The calculation of F(D) was still more troublesome 
than that of f(D), and my original result was in defect by a 
unit. But the masterly hand which corrected the detect 
pointed out a shorter process of calculation~ viz. that to be 
given in arts. 88~ 89. 
82. If we put 
D+a~+2co +5=V,  A--co--} =G~ 
we shall at last find 
F(.D) = (V +2G)(V-G+ } J) (V -G-} J ) .  
83. But as is arbitrary; and if a:--l~ then V becomes 
D+2o)+6, and V +2G becomes V+2A+5,  or V+2B+6,  
while v - -G  becomes D--B+3eo+6. Hence~ writing the 
terordinal in the form 
we have f(D) ~+ F (D-- 3) t3~ = 0, 
F(D--3) =(D+2B+3)(D- -B +3o~+3 +}Z) (D--B +3~+3-~J ) .  
81. l~Ioreovcr, turning to arts. 80~ 82, 83, we see that if 
f(D) =¢(D, B, I), 
then F(D- -3)=¢(D+2~+3,  B--% J), 
and ¢(D, B, I)~'+~b(D+2co+3, B--o, J)t~=0. 
85. This result may be further simplified by taking a new 
variable Z~ given by Z=t-s~'; for we thus obtain 
¢(D + B, B, i)z + ¢(D + B + 2~o + 3, B--co, J)t3Z= 0, 
which (see arts. 80, 82-4) is equivalent to 
(D + 3B)(D + } I ) (D-  } I)Z 
+ (D + 3B +3) (D + 3co + 3 + }J) (D + 3~ + 3-~J)t~Z=0. 
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252 On Binomial Biordinals. 
86. Since 
o~ + 5o + 6-- ~V=i taU~-¼U,  
therefore 
o=¼U-3 ,  or else o------¼U--2 ; 
Also, by art. 79, 
B - -A - -{=½{ o+ I~--J~ 
16(o+2) }" 
87. Again, by art. 69, 
y=eJ(P-~)dt~= (see arts. 71 and 73) t~-AT(~+2)~= (see 
art. 85) t~-A+'T(~+~)Z= (see arts. 79, 86), 
t~-iT(~+~)Z= #T(~+~)Z~ when, as in art. 83, %= 1. 
88. The shorter process (see art. 81) is this. By art. 78~ 
f(D) = D 3 + 3 (a2-- 1) D ~ + { 3 (rex-- a~)+ 2 t D + m3 
= (D+a2--1)3--a(D+% -1) +B 
suppose. Also (see art. 77)~ 
F(D)---- D 3 + 3(a2-  O-  I )D  ~ + { 3(m~ + m 2-a2  + O) + 21 D + m3 + m4 
-- (D  + %-  I-0)3--~/(D + a2-- i--9) + II 
suppose. Then 
F(D)--/(D) = --3OD ~ + 3(m: + O)D + m4 
=~ --30(D + %--1)~+ (30~--7+ a) (D +%--1) + H-B+ ~/6-03. 
89. Hence, accents now meaning derived functions, 
3,nl ~-/' (0) 4- 3a2--2 = 3(a2-- I) 2 all- 3a2--tn--2, 
= F'(0) - - / ' (0 )  - -  30 = - -  6%0 + 30 + 30 + , . . . ,  (22) 
m~= F(0) --f(0) = -- 30(%-- 1) ~ + %(3~--~/+ a) 
m4 + 30m~-- 3%m2 = 6a22 O-- O(O + 1) (0 + 2) + (V--a) (O + 1) + I t -B .  (23). 
90. By means of (22) and (23) y and H can be found. 
The results, after all reductions, are 
~=3G~+~J :  and H=eG(G~--?~J~), 
and the F(D) of art. 82 follows. 
91. When I wrote art. 64 I was not aware of the turn 
which the discussion would take. The errata indicated at the 
beginning of vol. ix. of this Series hould not be overlooked. 
12 St. Stephen's Road, Bayswater, W., 
June 3, 1887. 
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